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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDIS0N COMPANY, ET AL. ) Docket No. 50-289-0LA
) ASLBP 83-491-04-0LA
) (Steam Generator Repair)

-(Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, )
Unit No. 1 )

NRC STAFF'S ANSWER TO LEE ET AL'S
INTERR0GATORIES OF NRC STAFF (SET 1)

The NRC Staff hereby submits its responses to Intervenor Lee et

al's (" Joint Intervenors") Interrogatories of NRC Staff (Set 1), which

were served on January 16, 198a. The Staff is providing its responses,

on a voluntary basis, to some of those interrogatories, not otherwise

objectionable, which the Staff would otherwise be required to answer

under 10 C.F.R. % 2.720(h)(2)(ii). However, many of the interrogatories

seek information about the Third Party Review Group (TPR), an organiza-

tion convened at the request of Licensee to perform an independent,

assessment of the TMI-1 corrosion problem, and in many instances seek

information beyond the purview of the Staff. Interrogatories seeking

information about the TPR are more appropriately addressed to Licensee,

trom whom the information should be readily available, and accordingly

the Staff objects, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 9 2.720(h)(2)(ii), to providing

responses to Interrogatories 3 and 8-18.

INTERR0GATORY I

Provide list of all known cases of IGSCC in tubes of OTSGs in commer-
cial nuclear facilities in the United States, providing for each case:
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a. Name of facility
b. Date facility first operated over 10% power
c. Owner of facility
d. Description of event bringing case to the attention of the NRC
e. Date event was reported
f. The extent of IGA on inner tube surfaces
g. The extent of IGSCC
h. Extent of crack propagation
1. Tube composition, including ranges, for all tubes
J. Heat treatment history of 0TSG tubes
k. Analysis of water passing thru tubes prior to
1. And at time of failure

Actual data where available-

Estimates where data is not available-

m. Full description of each facilities' (sic) response, including all
facility owner generated reports

n. NRC assessment of cause
o. NRC approved response to incident
p. NRC approved repair program

RESPONSE

NUREG-0886, " Steam Generator Tube Experience," was published by the

staff in February 1982 and summarizes domestic and foreign pressurized

water reactor steam generator experience through the year 1981. Table 3,

page 21, entitled, " Operating Experience with Babcock and Wilcox Once-

through Steam Generators through November 1981" indicates no instances of

reportable IGSCC for Babcock and Wilcox once-through steam generator

facilities. An update to this report covering 1982 through 1983 is

being prepared. There are indications that Arkansas Nuclear Unit #1 is
|

| experiencing IGA on the outside diameter of scue tubes.

Results of the metallurgical examinations and chemical analyses of

two tubes removed at Arkansas Unit #1 revealed throughwall circumferen-

tial cracking and IGA initiating on the outside diameter. The most
I

probable corrosive agent supported by the examination data is sulfur

induced IGA of the chromium depleted Inconel 600 grain boundaries which
|

| probably occurs at low temperature, low pH, and with the presence of
|
| oxygen.

. _ _ __ __ _ _ _
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A series of system improvements are planned to minimize sulfur and

oxygen ingress to the steam generators to reduce potential for future

corrosive attack initiated by these contaminants.

INTERR0GATORY 2

Describe all mechanisms on which Staff or its consultants rely to define:

a. Initiation of IGA in OTSG tubes,

b. Initiation and propagation of IGSCC in OTSG tubes,
c. Environments which will inhibit IGA, IGSCC and crack propagation.

RESPONSE

The mechanism (s) involved in a particular corrosion p ocess can be

analyzed by considering the following conditions:

(1) The presence of a sufficiently high tensile stresses,

(2) A susceptible material microstructure,

(3) An identified agressive environment.

(a) Intergranular Attack (IGA) depends on the magnitude of the sensi-

tization and the aggressiveness of the environment to which the

sensitized material is exposed. Many environments do not cause

. IGA in sensitized materials, while there are environments in which

IGA occurred even on nonsensitized materials.

In OTSG tubes which are sensitized in the manufacturing process,

IGA could occur if the OTSG tubing is exposed to a contaminated

aqueous environment.
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(b) The initiation and propagation of IGSCC require simultaneous presence

of all the above three conditions. In the case of TMI-l OTSG tube

cracking, its initiation and propagation have been addressed in

Section 3.1 and 3.7 of NUREG-101S, and the staff consultant's

analyses in Attachments 2-4 of NUREG-1019.

(c) Any environment in which any one of the three conditions listed above

is eliminated or significantly reduced to a level below which IGA,

IGSCC will not occur or propagate will serve to inhibit these modes

.of corrosion.

INTERROGATORY 3

Provide with specificity the participation of each member of the Third
Party Review Committee.

RESPONSE

The Staff objects to Interrogatory 3 on the grounds that the

information sought therein should be reasonably obtainable from Licensee.
i

! See 10 CFR S 2.720(h)(2)(ii). The third party review group (TPR) was

convened at the request of the Licensee to provide an independent assess-

ment of the TMI-1 corrosion problem. The Staff did not interface with or

|
discuss TMI-1 issues with the third party review group or its individual

members, although it attended three TPR meetings. The Staff did review!

the TPR written documents which are provided as Attachment No. 6 to
!

NUREG-1019 and in response to Joint Intervenors' Interrogatories 4, 5, 6

and 7, to determine if any issues had been raised which might affect

|
public health and safety.

!

l

<
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As stated, on three occasions (August 25, 1982; December 9, 1982;

April 13, 1983), Staff members attended TPR meetings to listen to the

TPR's conclusions and recommendations to the Licensee's management.

The Staff attended these meetings as observers only and did not

participate in the decision making process. Therefore, the Staff does

not have detailed information on the internal workings and members'

opinions of the TPR.

INTERR0GATORY 4

Provide the April 7,1983 letter from GPU Nuclear in response to the
Review Group's report and the additional documents for the Review Group
used referred to at page 1, Report, " Background." (This letter was not

. included in Appendix A with its Attachment 1.)

RESPONSE

The requested letter and the first attachment thereto are

enclosed. All documents transmitted with that letter (as well as the

letter itself) are GPU documents, and should more properly be requested

of the Licensee.

INTERROGATORY 5

Provide the April 4,1983 letter of GPU Nuclear which distributed addi-
tional documents for the Review Group's use and those documents asserted
to be provided (see page 1, Report, " Background") and not provided.

RESPONSE

The requested letter is enclosed. See response to Interrogatory 4

for comments regarding the documents listed in the letter.

INTERROGATORY 6

Is the Interim Report of Third Party Review of Three Mile Island Unit 1,
Steam Generator Repair, marked " Appendix A" to be considered Attachment 1

, . . .
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of Appendix A referred to at " Background," page 1 of Report? If not,
provide Attachment 1 to Appendix A.

RESPCNSE

No. Item 1 listed in the April 7,1983 letter provided in response to

Interrogatory 4 is presumed to be " Attachment 1" and is enclosed as part of

-the response to that Interrogatory.

INTERR0GATORY 7

We ' find no GPU Nuclear April 4,1983 letter to be provided as "Appen-
dix B." Provide this letter referred to at page 1, "Backgrour.d," Report.

RESPONSE

The requested letter is enclosed. See response to Interrogatory 4

for comments regarding the documents listed in the letter.

INTERR0GATORY 8

Provide complete transcript for April 12 and 13, 1983 meetings of GPU
Nuclear with Review Group.

INTERR0GATORY 9

Were all Review Group members present during the April 12, and 13,1983
meetings referred to at (6)?

INTERROGATORY 10

a. Were Licensee management officials and/or NRC Staff members present
during the final review committee deliberations which followed from
the April 12 and 13,1983 meetings?

b. When and where were these final deliberations conducted?

c. Describe any contacts between the Staff and the Review Group subse-
quent to the April 12 and 13, 1983 meetings.

d. . Describe the preparation of the Report, including the Staff's part
and identity of Staff members who participated, if any.
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e. Was the Report approved by each Review Group member prior to its
finalization?

f. Provide any comments, either verbal or written, which may have
resulted because of a member's review of the Report.

INTERROGATORY 11

What Review Group member (s) does NRC Staff plan to present to support
the Report?

INTERR0GATORY 12

Identify GPU Nuclear staff present at April 12 and 13,1983 meetings
with Review Group. Identify NRC Staff representative.

INTERR0GATORY 13

Provide " revised documents" alleged to be identified in Appendix A and B
referred to at " Conclusion" of Report.

INTERROGATORY 14

Provide " revised documents" alleged to be identified in Staff's Safety
Evaluation Reports 008 and 010, and referred to at " Conclusion" of
Report.

INTERROGATORY 15

Provide "The GPU Nuclear responses" introduced at " Comments and
,

Recommendations" of Report and not provided in Appendix A as asserted.

INTERR0GATORY 16

Describe any disagreement between any Review Group member with the
Report

INTERROGATORY 17

para. 1) plant-related data which supports the conclusion (page 8,that "the growth of flaws due to mechanical effects is slowProvide'

(i'.e., growth to a critical size takes many operating cycles) and that'

eddy current is capable of detecting flaws before they approach critical
size."

INTERROGATORY 18

Provide plant-related data which challenges the conclusion cited in
(15).

'

'
- *

.- - . -
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RESP NSE .) >

ThetStaff oblects to Interrogatories 8-18 for the reasons stated in
~

response to Interrogatory 3 above.

- - '

,

INTERR0GATORY 19 -c'

Provide any information,^ine uding documents, notes or verbal communi-
cations, known to /all Staff meitbers who would have such information,
that challenges th'e conclusioq cited in (15).

.

RESPONSE
'

No Staff members have challenged the cor.clusions cited in (15).

For the NRC Staff,

j , (e"

- Mary E Wagner 5
- Couns for NRC Staff

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this 6th day of February,1984

,
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.

GRU Nuclear Corporation,

y Q gp 100 interimce Parkway
-

,

'

Parsippany.New Jersey 07054. -

201 263 6500
TELEX 136-482
Writer's Direct OsalNumtjer:
File: 2252.6.9

". April 7,.1983.

E&L: 4886
.

-

Members, TNT-1 OTSG Repair
Program Review Group

*

.

. .. ., , .

SUBJRCT: TMI-1 Steam Generator Repair

Enclosed for your review are several additional documents related to
the TMI-1 Stasa Generator Rapair., ,

. .-
1. GPUN Responaas to Third Party Review Findings and

Baa==d=tions, April,1983. -
J

2. TDR 400, Rev.1. Guidelines for Plant Operation -~ '

with Steam Generator Tuba Lankage. DRAFT.

! 3. TDR 406, Rev. O. tun Rupture Guidelines, March 28,
1983.

.

4. TDR 417, Rev. O. DRAFT. OTSG Leakage and Operating
Limits.

5. TR-007, BAW-1760, Rav. 1. Kinetic Expansion
Technical Report, March, 1983.

6. Handouts, NRC Briefing, April 5,1983.
.

If you have say questions on these documents or any others we have sent
you in the past, we will plan to discuss them at the April 12 ineecing.

Sincerely,

|

M. J. Graham
Licensing Engineer

MJG:st
Encl.

.

- .

l

s
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RECo*ENDATIONS APC COMENTS
, .h of the THIRD PAlmf IEVIEW |

_' .
.

1

.

.
.

|
'

i. .

.

'

A. Steam Genera +or inspection ;

|

Recommendatics 1 - The' Review Group _re' commends the plugging of alI tubes
Tehica contain ID Indications between the upper..and. lower tubesheet in both,

steam generators. ,

'

Eddy current lndications have been detected between the upper and lower
tubesheet. These Indications are a mix of ID and CD and in general have an
oddy current estimated depth of less than 40 percent through-wall. GPU
Nuclear stated that they plan to leave some or all of these tubes with 10
Indications in service. About 60 tubes may be involved. The development of
a plugging fluit requires' knowledge of eddy current measurement' accuracy, -

def ect growth rate and tr.ansient steady / state, tube , load conditions. Each of .

these factors has uncertaintinar which are not known with confidence.Although suf ficient operating experience with other once-thru steem
generators (OTSGal would justify allowing the 0D Indications leas than 401

percent through-wall to remain in service, the ID Indications are most
probabiy stress corros!on cracks, and should be plugged. '

- -
.

Resoonses ..,- - -

"

Tubes w tth any ECT Inoication, ID or 00, Tu 1%e 16th span 'and the botton 4*,
;Inch upper tubeshest were lxsth plugged and stabilized. GPUN plugged all

tubes with addy current indications of <40$ T.W. (differential probe) and E3
colIs Cabsolute probe), between tta iower tubasheet and the 15th tube support
plate. ,' ~

.

Only tubes with 10 Indications of <40$ TW and 2 coils or less circumferential
extent were left in service. Engineering evaluations were performed on a
tube-by-tube basis to ensure that the c ack woul d not ' be expected to

.

propagate to a size which would f all mechanically through the life of the
plant. Tube stress evaluations are discussed in TDR 388 and Topical Report -
008. There are 3 tubes ine the *A" OTSG' and 14 In the "B" OTSG with 10
Indications left in service. Allowing these 17 tubes to remain unplugged has
been found acceptable, and will further prnvide information on crack growth
during periodic ECT oxamination that would not otherwise be available.

Recommendation 2 -Tbbes withl'n three rows of the lane region and in the
wedge-shapea region at the periphery which have 00 Indications at the 15thr* * support plate'or above,1should be plugged as has been done in other. OTSGs.

I
-

Responsen -

Tubes wI'th any Indications (OD and 10) fra the botton of the 15 TSP to 4".

from secondary sur+sce of the upper tubesheet have been plugged and
stab i l i zed.. Two of previously plugged tubes not located in the lane region

) which have eddy current Indications.In the 16th span were replugged and
stabilized to the 14th support plate.

.

!
-

|

1 -

._

..
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. w3 Recommendatien 3 - The eddy currsnt inspection baseline performed after"
expanding tube ends should be artended to the full tube length on a selected-

number of tubes to detect possible deleterious ef fects *of the explosive
expansion.- Tubes which contain def ects less than 40 percent through-wall
mentioned above should be considered as the sample set to detect evidence of
defect growtn e initiation as a result of the explosive expansion.

.

Response:
-

o . . ...- . '

GPUN plans a post-repair eddy current inspection program which will include
-

-

approximately 50 tubes full length. If results of this examination are - -

acceptable, the 1982 full length examination of all tubes will be taken as
the basellne. The 90-day ECT examination, and subsequent examinations wi,l I
include a alnimum of 3$ of the tubes full length.

.

Reconwendation 4 .The Review Group recommends select 1d non-destructive
examination of seal welds and tube ends on the lower tubesheets to confirm -

the absence of. any deleter-lous ef fects of the explosive expansion of the . 4
upper tube ends.

.

Response:

I'rr early January selected dye penetrant examination was performed on "A" unit
lower tubesheet. This informal Inspection was documented by phot,ographs.
Interpretation of these photographs by Engineering disclosed no relevant

N indications. A formal dye penetrant inspection of selected tube ends and
." welds in the "B" lower tubesheet has also been scheduled.

B. CauseofTukaCracking - '

:'

Recomendation f - Although the iteview Group beileves that reduced sul' fur
~

forms were the most likely corrodant, we recomend that GPU Nuclear Implement
corrective measures to verify their existing programs for minimizing Ingress *s
of all impurities (not just sul fur) into the reautor coolant system. For
example, failure analyses have consistently reported urbon as the major
impurity on fracture surfaces, followed by sul fur. Carbonates in the
presence of ox!dants at hlgh temperature can produce IGA and iGSCC of
inconel-600. Other contaminants (Isad, mercury, phosphorus) can also induce ~

IGSCC. Spectfle areas where attention is recomended are as foiiows:
."Resin loss fro.a the purification lon exchangers, since -a. ~"

thermal decomposition of cation resins can release sulfur acids. '

.

b. Contamination of the reactor coolant system makeup by.~ greases, oils, organic solvents, or possibly resin fines form
the makeup domineralizers or from water recovered from liquid --

-

radioactive waste treatment.
,

Contamination of the reactor coolant system or its makeup- c.,

-

from peripheral, connected systems such as sul fur in the waste
-

gas vent collection system.,

Resoonse:
3
5

'

,

|| || s M h E d-
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h a. Transfer of significant quantitles of resin into the reactor coolant j
'' system is highly * unlikely. The effluent frae the purification Ion exchangers 3:

(and makeup domineralizers) as well as coolant from the RC Bleed Tanks, iDeborating domineralizers are filtered through makeup and purification g
fi lters (MU - F I A + MU - F IB) prior to return to the RCS. Res!n baads, P

fractured resins particles and resin fines will be removed by these 1 micron 7
filters No further action is planned. f-

- ,

b. A Technical Specification has been written riescribing the development of ;
-

a chemicisi control program. This control program which is scheduled to be r
prepared by Chemical Engineering for use at TMl-1 will deal with resins, ,
gret.ses, oils, organic solvents, and r.ormal chemical additions. |
Currently, the Chemical Technical Specification SP 1101-28-001 defines the i
acceptable chemical parameters for all water added to the primary system. 7.
Also controls are applied by the TMl-1 plant personnel for the addition of ;
chemicals. These aantrols are a composits of S&W, EPRI and GPUN experience. [-

Chemical additions requir's operations personnel to rack in chemical addition
_

pumps when the additions are being made and to document these additions. k
,

Wipe samples *en periphieral connected systems (spent fuel cooling system) Ic.

building spray system, decay heat removal system, chemical addition system, ;
core floodiag, fluid block, nuclear nitrogen, and waste disposal-liquid bleed =

tank portion) have been performed 'to detect other potential contaminated
. areas. Liquid samples from systems have been analyzed M determine prese' ce ?n

of sul fur. Action is being taken to flush syttom tank and dead legs from$ ;r; normally isolated and stagnant locations. Periodic sampling of these systems -

for sulfur will be performed and chemistry will be controlled. Corrosion of
portion of the waste gas. piping attributed to sulfur has been Identified.

,

in areas where stress corrosion cr.acking of the piping was observed, this :
portion of the piping was replaced. Need for removal of sur+ ace sulfur from i
the remainder of this system is being Investigated. -

1
C. Materials Application .

Comment 1 - Although nondestructive and limited destructive tests were -

carried out in looking fcr possible stress corrosion cracking in the rest of' +

the reacter coolant system and none was found, such cracks tends to be very j
tight and are Indeed very difficult to detect. Yet all the ingredients to :
generate such cracks were apparently present; i .e., sensitized and stressed 4

susceptible- m ater i al s (due to welds), and presumably a -

_

thiosul fate-contaminated aqueous environment. Therefore, GPU Nuclear shoulo
remain alert to the possibility that small cracks may, in f act, be present in a
susceptible components of the reactor coolant. *

.- .

Resoonse: f,

k
it should be noted that most of the cracks identified at TMl-1 were in vapor j
spaces, and none in submerged, circulating portions of the system. |

.

Considering these dif ferences In environment, large pcrtions of the reactor s

coolant system would not be expected to have cracking. The tests performed T

h as part of Task 7, and subsoquently as part of a system review after the PORY
_

and waste gas system defects were found, examinod equipment representative of -

. -

E
-

. =

__ . _ _ _
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~

a range of conditions. However, the ' program concentrated on environments and *,

, ,? meterIals which were the most susceptahle. Inciuded were uitrasonic and dye
j penetrant testing, as well as visual and, in some cases destructive testing.

'

! With the I arge number and varl'ety of tests performed, the presence of
cracking in additional areas should have been identified. Based on the test

,

program, GPUN concluded that the likelihood of cracked components remaining
in service et TMI-I is no greater than at any operating plant.

I

Comment 2 - Through a fracture mechanics analysis, (FU Nuclear arrived at a '

alternative conclusion that steam generator tub 4ng. defects below a certain.

size range wilI not propagate due to flow-induced vIbeatIons. The analysisi

which led to thTs conclusion depends on a large extrapolation of a limited *

| crack-propagation-rate data base. This makes it hard to substantiate a flrm
conclusion.

Response: *

| More data is now available, as susumarized in TDR 388, Tube Stress Reinst. -

The conclusions drawn are -thus more firmly substantiated. -

|

Ceauent 3 - The long-term corrosion tests, which are designed to entreipate
proniens before their possible occurrence in the plant, do include most of ii the right ingredients and should ha very hel pful . However, they do not

| Include a flow-induced vibration type of loadings which could make a
significant non-conservative dif'forence in the results once a. crack,Is:

initiated.
:-

Responset *
.

!

It is correct that flow-induced vibration loading was not simulated I'n tho'
corrosion test program. Based on the, evaluation documented in TDR 388, this
does not appear to introduce a significant non-conservatism.

Comment 4 - Clooning of the residual sul fur in the system poses a dilemma
since even the laboratory-scale beaker test results are apparenti.y not fully
understood at this time. Some of the test results have shown erratic
cleaning and peroxide consumption. The time required to remove sulfur is
greater than expected, and the peroxide concentrations are much greater than
previously used to encourage crud removal in other nuclear plants.

4
,

Response,

The laboratory scale beaker tests contain few unknowns at this time. Peroxide
consumption, although lower than that experienced in the Westinghouse loop
tests is predictable. Cleaning results, after the contribution from~

atmospheric sources was defined and appropriate total sul fur. anal yses
~4 -

developed, arer al so predictable. Significant progress has been made in
quantifying polypropylene behavior and a final test employing a
representative, plastic-coated, sul fur-containing tube is in progress. This
test should give a more representative estimate of required cleaning time.,

,

The beaker corrosion tests conducted at Battelle as well as the loop test at
) Westinghouse provide confidence that corrosion damage will no+ occ.tr due to

'

exposure to the peroxide cleanivg solution at the concentrations te be
-.

%

.._,-------._,,.,,.-.,,m_ __m-,.,,,__,m_,,_, ,. - , _ __ _.-..___ _....__ ,_...... .._._ __.__ - --,_ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _
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employed in the cleaning.,

3.

' "
Recommendattore 1 - If GPU Nuclear pursues development of the peroxide process
for sul tur removal, the effect 'of greater than 400 hours exposure of core
materials (e.g., Zircalay) to hydrogen peroxide at the anticipated
concentration and pH conditions should be included in the test program.
Also, scaled-up tests should be done in metal systems at least somewhat more

1

closely simulating the reactor cooling system envf ronment. '

i. _

Response:- - .- ..

In order to characterize the hydrogen peroxide process under simulated plant
operating conditions, a pilot simulation was run using a recirculating
autoclave system at the Westinghouse Research & Development Center..

Temperatures pressure and system chemistry was identical to that planned for'

;

the actual in-plant use of the process; the pilot * loop was run for 500 hours.
Actual GTSG tubes were exposed in three forms expanded tubes, unexpanded
tubes, and C-rings with the ID stressed in tension. Seven material s .

representative of primary system materials were also exposed in the stressed
condition. These materials weres Zircaloy, 410,17-4 pH and 204 stainless
steel, InconeI X-750 and 308 S.S. and InconeI 82 weld metal .

Concl usions drawn froar the pilot simulation- are: 1) No attack due to
peroxide exposure was observed on any specimens; 2) Continuous hydrogen,

peroxide consumption occurrgd throughout the operation; and 3) System pH,Is
'

. controllable within specified limits. i
- ~

,

' '': Recommendation 2 - To gain experience in operaOng the unit while . keeping the
risks. as low as possible,, GPil Nuclear should consider substantially extended
operation at low power during a slow and deliberate power escalation the
first time the plant goes critic.?l. Although we do not have an analytical
basis fc a specific duration, a hold period of perhaps a month or more at 40
percent power should be considered before the Loss of Feedwater/ Turbine Trip
test is performed. This might be foiIowed by another month or more at 70
percent power before final escalation to 100 percent power. Also, this first
power operation might better be terminated by a normal cooldown procedure
rather than by the Overcooling Control Test which is currently planned. Th i .=
last test could be done during subsequent operations. *

Resoonse:
'

GPUN agrees that power escalation should be slow and deliberate and to that
end the test program al lows one (1) week for zero power physics testing,
another week at a very low power level for natural circulatica testing, a
slow increase to approxImately 40% power zhich wiIi take approxImateIy four

*

(4) more days, a stop at 40% power for approximately one (1) seek .to perform-

various tests , i .e., ICS tuning, core power distribution, Incore thermocouple
testing ,and OTSG leak rate determination. At the end of this testl'ng it is
planned to perform the loss of feedwater/ reactor trip test, af ter which the
plant will be brought back to 48% power for approximately four (4) weeks to.,

allow for OTSG teak rate monitoring, operator f amiiIarity and surveliIance
testin2 During this four (4) week period, the test group will review and1

f31 confirm test data and make any adjustments or repairs that are necessary..d

.

.

6 %
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One of the tests to be run during low' power test phase of the program is the .
: Natural * Circulation Test. This test is a mandatory requirement and its

sequence in the program is dictated by the NRC. During'the Natural*

Circulation Testing, the emergency f eedwater w.ill be ki manual and under
control of the operators. The operator training acquired in this program and
the approximately four week time period from criticality to the loss of
feedwater test are expected to provide adequate plant f amiliarization for the
operators. It must be recognized that during the plant startup, very close
communication with the plant supervisory staff will be maintained and if at
any time they feel they need more time,be, tween evolutions, that,

recommend & tion will be evaluated and a decision made.
.

The reasons for performing the overcooling control test at this point in the
power escalation test program are: -

1. Test should be run at a low value of decay heet.

2. Test should be combined with the operation of the -

emergency feedwater. system ,In. order to
number 'of thermal cycles to the OT5G's., reduce the

.

. . -

3. 'This is the Istest point in the test program that
emergency feedweter will be utilized.

It .is f elt 'that the performance of the test at this point in the program
satisfies the above' criteria as it; will be run after the loss of feedwater
test which will require the use of the emergency feedwater system anc will

| only require one thermal cycle to the steam generators. Therefore, we would
'

propose to perforar this test where it is presently scheduled. A formal
management review will be performed at the end of this four (4) week period-
before p-oceeding, to the 765 power plateau. Once at 76% power, we plan to
stop and allow the plant to comer to equilibrium condition and provide another
four (4) week period for OT5G leak rate monitoring, surveillance testing and
operator familiarty. .

Recommendation 3 ,.

GPJ Nuclear should consider the possibility of delIbe"ately running one steam
generator at a higher power than the other during the first power escalation
hold periods. The objective of this would be to force any possible operating

| problems to occur in the higher power steam generator before such problems
I affect both units. We understand a substantial power unbalance between loops

is within the rango of plant design. We recognize, however, that this
reconmendation may involve other operating considerations which would have to
be weighed before a decision could be made.

.-
| Response:

.

We have . reviewed the possibility qf operating with one steam generator at a
higher power than the other during startup and have decided that the possible,

benefits that might be derived from this are outweighed by the disadvantage.
of operating the plant in anr abnormal configuration. Specifically, the

) mismatch can only be implemented by coerating a single pump !n one loop,
which would cause mismatched RCS flow, unbalanced feed flows and different

.
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levels in each steam generator. This would mask abnormal Indications of,

Tj plant response during transients. This abnormal configuration conflicts with
the Intent of conducting the startup in a slow, deliberate manner *to gain-

operatcr experience under normal operating conditions.

D. Removal of Sulfur Residues
.

Responset
_

~

No recommendations or cossents._ , ,.,. , ,

E. Stress Analysis of Steam Generators

Comment' t - Effect of cooldowns and cold shutdowns on strength of tubes. The
j Review Group has found no evidence o suspect that the cooldowns, startir:g

from the one in April 1979, have subjected the tubes to stresses that are
higher than the design stresses. During the two cold shutdown periods, the
one after April 1979 and the other after September 1981, the tubes have been -

in a state of tensile stress, although, from the information received, the
levels of thes's stresses could not be deter' mined with any accuracy. An '

Indication of the ' stresses comes fron another pIant in which the gap between
ends of a broken tube translated to a tensile stress of about 4000 psi, well
bslow the allowable stress. Since creep at the cold shutdown temperatures and Istresses should be insignificant, the Review Group concludes that the
cocidowns and cold shutdowns have.not Jeft the tubes in a weaker state than
in any other OTSG. ' -

.

~: -

i.* Responset .-
*

.
.

GPUf4 agrees with this comment.

Comment 2 - Effect of repair on strength of tubes - The expIosIve expansion
of the tubes could affect the stress levels, if the process would change the
strength or some dimensions of the tubes From the Information that the
Review Group has received, from the reports on the qualification tests, and
for the statements made in publications issued by the tube expansion
contractor, the Review Group concludes that the repair process is not,

expected to affect significantly the stress levels in the tubes in the.
restart and subsequent operation periods.

Response

GPUN agrees with this connent.

Comment 3 - Effect of environment on strength of tubes - Since the Review
Group has found no Indication of significantly higher stress levels than in.-
norm 11 OTSG tubes, it concludes that a corrosive environment and not,

abnormal stress levels, must have been responsible for the appearance of the
cracks . It conct udes also that, If the environment is made more f avorable.
then, at the same stress levels, cracks should not propagate in the OTSG.

Tubes if they we o in the same mndition as in any other OTSG.

Q Resoonse:
.

.

.

Ig

.- -
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GPUN agrees uith this comment. -
,

Comment 4 - Ef fect of defects on strength of tubes - The Review Group,

recognizes that, at this time, 'the tubet probably have'some small defects
that were not detected by h eddy current tests and were not eliminated by
the repair. These defects present the potential for leaving the tubes in a
weeker condition than those in a normal QTSG. Both GPU Nuclear and the
Review Group have addressed the q:.estion of what could happen to these small
defects during the restart and operation.

,

. . . . - ..

Response
.

Considerable additional work has been done in this area since the T.PRfindings were formulated. This work is documented in TDR 388.

Comment 5 - 1.sak-Before-Break - In the event ht'a defect does grow in the
form of a crack through the wall, and eventually breaks the tube, the Review
Group has addressed the following question: Will the fracture process ensure -
Leak-Before-Break? The-Review Group concludes that the answer is positivc !

and offers h following arguments. EPRI Report NP-2399, dated May.1982. |

states that small defects at the ID of a tube have about the same
fatigue-crack growth rates hard the 00 as along the circumference, provided
that the stresses throughout the well are axisymmetric and tensile. Since
the free span (away from tubesheets), the relevant stresses in the tubes are
axi. symmetric and tensile throughout the wall, then a fatigue crack in the
free span w!!! break through the well and produce leakage before It grows,

around the circumference and breaks the tube, thus ensuring Leak-Before:
Break. (Note that the question of threshold *detectability is treated in'

Section 5. Steam Generator Tightness After Repair.)
,

However, In the expansion transition' zone of the tube, in the vicinity where
the expanded tube diameter chan~ges to h nominal diameter, two additional
stress states are superimposed on the axial tensile strasses. One stress
state is caused by the bending stresses in the transition zone, that are
produced by the axial load, and the other is caused by the Interf acial
pressure between the expanded tube and the tubesheet. GPU.Nucl ear has
performed calculations of Nse stress states, and they show a rapid decay
from the transition point This means that the transition zone lies well
within the tubesheet. The important point is that these stresses introduce
compression within the tube wall in the transition zone, which, according to
EPRI ff-2399, can make fatigue eacks grow faster along the circumference
than toward the OD. This means that in the transition zone .the tube could
break before it leaks. However, since the break would occur within the
tubasheet, the end of the broken tube would be restrained in the hole, and a
controlled leak would result. Based on the argument, the Review Group has
concluded that such leaking tu'oes, broken in the transition zone, could be-

detected and removed from service before an excessive reactor coolant leak
rate results. -

! Response:
,

Considerable additional work has been done in this area and is documented in
h, TDR 388. Included is an evaluation. of crack behavior in the transition

region.
.

I
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5 The superposition of operating loads (1107) on the bending stress from
f abrication almost eliminates the compression. The value of the residual

.

bonding stress from fabrication that was used in TDR 388 was conservative
because it reflects asobuilt conditions. The as-repaired configuration
should result in a lower residual stress bebause the candle snds were
specially chamfered to achieve more gradual blend radii.

As said in the TDR, MSLB toads superimpo' sed on the residual fabricatloa
bending will cause the material to flow and. thus .to release the residual.

bending by formation of a plastic hinge.
,

The higher tension resulting from superposition will drive the crack
~

through-wall rather than circumferentially which is the pref erential
direction 'for leak detection.

The differences between GPUN's evaluation and the reference cited (NP-2399)
by the TPR may in part be due because the reference addresses the interaction -

of growing stress corrosion cracks,with d'Iffer,ent stress fields. We have no
growing stress corrosion cracks. . *

'

F. Steam Generator Leak Tightness After Repair

Recommendation 1 - The Leak-Before-Break eval uation shoul d include
consideration of a realistically high stems generator leak rate and this rate
should be consistent with the administratively imposed controls on dperation
with leakage through the steent generators.*

-

j, . =

GPU Nuclear dTd not explicitly treet this operational leak rate.in the~

Leak-Sof ore-Break eval uation. This evaluation is sensitive to the threshold.
detectabil Tty of a leak from a tube defect. This threshold is in turn
dependent upon the total leak rate from all sources through the steam
generators during operation.

Resoonse:

In TDR 400, GPUN addresses operational leakage Iimits based on the minimum
leakage anticipated from a critical-size crack. This leakage is above the -
threshold for detectability of plant monitoring. The operational leakage
limit also addresses the possibility of leakage from other sources by
providing for measuring a basef ir.e leakage at the beginning of operations.
Limits are set on leakage changes above the baseline.

G PIant Operations: *
-

| Recommendation 1 - Inspection of the waste gas system vent header branch
*

4

piping identified a pipe cracking problem in the heat affected zone of butti

| welds. The failures were attributed to sul fur contamination. From a saf ety
| 'and oper'ational point of view we recommend this inspection be expanded to

include the waste gas decay tanks and associated Isolation valves. Reactor
buIIdIng isolation yalves associated with this system should also be
Inctuded. '

) .

.

Resoonse:

-

| .

.
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1 The waste gas decay tanks and their associated isolation valves need not be
. ''j Inspected since they are of carbon steel construction and not susceptible to
! Intergranular arress corrosion attack. However, one of thd decay tanks was

visually insputed without any significant camage observed.

The welds of the containment isolation valves for the WCG system (WDS-V3 and
V4) were Jnspected and no other f ailures or indict.tlor.s were identified other
than those criginally identified. .

. . . . . . - .

The piping in the vicinity of WOG-V4 and the WDG-V4 Itself were replaced. *

. .

Recommendation 2 - We rec.:ommend that during the " slow" approach to aower
escalation after repales (Recommendation C.2 above), a planned pec, m 'of,

' operator training in the plant be conducted.
.

.

Response
.

Time is allocated in the Startup Test program for training, and the plant
staf.f intend to provide operator training during the various phases of. power '

escalation and testing. The training program is being coordinated between
the plant staff and training department. -

-

.
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'

' Inter-Office Memorandum,

'

D:te April 4, 1983
-t = 4"

M. uclear
~

.

Subject TMI-1 Steam Generator Repair
File: 2252.6.9.

. .

To Members, TMI-1 OTSG Repair Location-

Program Review Group. . . - .

.

Enclosed for your review are several additional doc'uments related to the
TMI-l Steam Generator rapair:

1. Topical Raport 008, h. 2. ..Safecy Evaluation for Return to * '

Service, dated March 29, 1983.

2. Topical Reparc 010, Rev. O. Safety Evaluation for RCS
Cleaning, dated March 3,.1983.,

.3. TDE 388. Meehanfe=1- Integrity Analysis of TKt-1 OTSG UnpluggedTubes, 2ev. 2., dated March 30, 1983. ~ -

.

Additional documents will be sent in the near futura for your use prior
to the April 12 mencing,1 cluding responses to your earlier commenen s~nd
recommendations.

. .

h-
.

-

M. . Graham.

Licensing Engineer
.

-

MJG:me
Encl. :

; cc: R. M. Milford
1
1

.

I

e
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of

METROPOLITAN EDIS0N COMPANY, ET AL.) Docket No. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear Station,
Ur.1t No. 1) )

AFFIDAVIT OF LOUIS FRANK

STATE OF MARYLAND )
COUNTY OF MONTGOMERY) ss:

I, LOUIS FRANK, being duly sworn, depose and state:

1. I am a Senior Materials Engineer in the Inservice Inspection

Section, Materials Engineering Branch, Division of Engineering,

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, of the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555. A copy of my

professional qualifications is attached to this affidavit.

2. I have prepared the answer to Lee et al. Interrogatory No. 1, and I

hereby certify that the answer given is true and correct to the

best of my knowledge.

t u! A l'
LOUIS FRANK

ubscribed and sworn to before me
's (yydayofFebruary,Jona.

.

M ~ l
Totary Public
My commission expires:

ANNETTE M. OeoAZ
NOTARY PUBLiC STATE OF MARYLAND

My Commission Empires July 1,1986

m-
. _ _ , . -- _ .__ _ __ .__
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Louis Frank
Division of Engineering

Office of _ Nuclear Reactor Regulation
'

Professional Qualifications

tiy name is Louis Frank. I am a Senior Materials Engineer in the Inservice
Inspection Section, Materials Engineering Branch, Division of Engineering.
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, of the United States Wuclear
Regulatory Commission. In my present position, I am responsible for -

performing technical reviews and evaluations of PWR steam generator tube
surveillance and repair programs for NTOL and operating plants.

I hold a Bachelor of Science Degree in Metallurgical Engineering and a
Master of Science Degree in Metallurgy from the University of Kentucky
and New York University, respectively. I am also a Registered Professional
Engineer in the State of Maryland.

,

I have a total of thirty-two years of professional experience of which
thirty-one years have been in the nuclear field. I was employed as a
materials research engineer at General Telephone & Telegraph's Atomic
Energy Labs in Bayside, N. Y. starting in 1952. From 1955 through 1963
I was a supervisory engineer in nuclear materials research and develop-
ment at the then Martin Co.'s nuclear division. From 1963 through 1973
I was with two consulting firms engaged in nuclear safety studies.

Since joining the NRC in June 1973 I have been involved in corrosion and
steam generator issues. In the Office of Standards, I prepared regulatory
guides on steam generator inspection and plugging. In the Office of
Research, I managed programs involving eddy-current inspection, particularly
developing advanced techniques for conducting eddy-current inspections.

.

2
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of

METROPOLITAN EDIS0N COMPANY, ET AL.) Docket No. 50-289
) (SteamGeneratorRepair)

(ThreeMileIslandNuclearStation.)
Unit No. 1) )

AFFIDAVIT OF CONRAD E. McCRACKEN

STATE OF MARYLAND
COUNTY OF MONTG0MERY ss:

I, CONRAD E. McCRACKEN, being duly sworn, depose and state:

1. I am ction Chief of the Chemical Technology Section in the

Chemical Engineering Branch of the Division of Engineering, Office

of Nuclehr Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, D.C. 20555. A copy of my professional qualifications

is attached to this affidavit.

2. I have prepared or assisted in the preparation of answers to Lee

et al. Interrogatories, No.1, 2, 3, and 8-19, and I hereby certify

that the answers given are true and correct to the best of my

knowledge.

:

l

k k
CONRAD E. McCRACKEN

Subscribed and sworn to before me
thi g $ day of February, 1984.

' '

ll46 * '

Notary Public h
My commission expires:

ANNEUE M. ORDAI
NOTARY PUBLIC STATE OF MARYLAND

My Commission Empires July 1,1986

" " ' -
__ , _- -_.
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Conrad E. McCracken .

.

Professional Qualifications - !

I am Section Chief of the Chemical Technology Section in the Chemical
Engineering Branch of the Division of Engineering, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation. My responsibilities'in this position include
supervision of the ivalu'ation.of .afl .PWR's for. cqm.( , _
try and corrosion requirements of the Commission. pl,iance with chemis-,

Specifically, thit
includes evaluating the chemistry and corrosion control measures that
are instituted to minimize corrosion of steam generator materials. I
have served in this capacity since April 1982. Between February.1981 -

._

and April 1982 I served as a senior chemical engineer with the same
branch, where my duties included the evaluation of steam generator. . .

chemistry and corrosion programs at both operating plants and plants in
the licensing process.

. .
.

From 1966 to 1981 I was empl.oyed by C'ombustion Engineering Corporation
in a variety of management and engineering positions, the last of which
was Manager of Chemistry Development from 1977 to 1981. During this
15 year period, my prime technical responsibility was support to operating
nuclear power plants and nuclear plants in construction in the area of
chemical and radiochemic.a1 sampling, analysis, data interpretation,

,
' establishing chemistry specifications and conducting laboratory experi-. - .

ments to verify or support nuclear plant requirements. In this capacity
I made frequent visits to nuclear power plants where I physically con-
ducted sample and analysis programs or audited the utilities' capabili--

ties in the chemistry and radiochemistry area. During the last twelve-
years at Combustion Engineering, approximately fifty percent of my time
was expended in areas associated with understanding and resolving steam
generator corrosion problems.

!

| From 1958 to 1966 I served in the United States Navy where I was Qualified
in submarines for all nuclear duties. For three years of this period I,

was an instructor, responsible for teaching officer and enlisted personnel i

in the area of chemistry, corrosion and mechanical systems operations and .

control. My final duty station in the Navy was on the USS Nautilus, where .

I was responsible for all chemistry and corrosion control and personnel
radiation exposure. - .-

'

,

Education

I attended the University of Hartford School of Engineering and completed
! course work in 1970. I am a Registered Professional Corrosion Engineer.

!
.

.

o

|

^
.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY, ET AL. Docket No. 50-289
(Steam Generator Repair)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear Station,
Unit No. 1)

AFFIDAVIT OF HARLEY SILVER

STATE OF MARYLAND )
COUNTY OF MONTG0MERY ) ss:

I, Harley Silver, being duly sworn, depose and state:

1. I am a Senior Project Manager, Division of Licensing, Office of

Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, D.C. 20555. A copy of my professional qualifications

is attached to this affidavit.

2. I have prepared the answers to Lee et al. Interrogatories, Nos 4,

5, 6, and 7, and I hereby certify that the answers given are true

and correct to the best of my knowledge.

/. -

HARLEY RF

Subscriyandsworntobeforeme
this .lr.4-tiay of February,1984.

. ! . 06
' Netary Public//My commissich-4xpire[s:[hd4 |i }N
-

ud

- --- - -
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Harley Silver
Senior Project Manager
Division of Licensins

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Legulation
Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Professional Qualifications y

Among my prestnt responsibilities at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is
managing the safety revicx of the TMI-1 steam generator repair. Prior to
that, I was the TMI-1 Restart project manager, and managed the safety review
of assigned plants, including TMI-2, Sequoyah, and other nuclear plants.

I received the degree of Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering from New York
University in 1949 and subsequently took graduate level courses in
Engineering and Business Administration.

Between 1950 and 1952 I served in the United States Air Force as a First
Lieutenant. From 1952 to 1955 I was employed as a Design Engineer by the
M. W. Kellogg Company.

From 1955 through 1962 I was employed as a Project Manager at architect-
engineering firms including Hydrocarbon Research Inc., and Bechtel
Associates.

Between 1963 and 1970 I was employed by the Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
in both the Astronuclear Laboratory and Weapon Systems Deptartment as,
successively, Project Engineer, Supervisor of varirJs design groups, and
Manager of Systems Integration.

In 1971 I joined the Offshore Power Systems as Manager of Component
Engineering in which capacity I remained until joining the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission in October 1973.

I am a registered Professional Engineer in the State of New York
(Certificate Number 32892).

|

|
:

|

|
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|
|
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )

METROPOLITAN EDIS0N COMPANY, ET AL. Docket No. 50-289
) (Steam Generator Repair)

(Three Mile Island Nuclear Station,
Unit No. 1)

AFFIDAVIT OF PAUL C.S. WU

STATE OF MARYLAND )
COUNTY OF MONTG0MERY) ss:

I, PAUL C.S. WU, being duly sworn, oepose and state:

1. I am a Chemical Engineer, Chemical Engineering Branch, Division of

Engineering, at the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington,

D.C. 20555. A copy of my professional qualifications is attached

to this affidavit.

2. I have prepared the answer to Lee et al. Interrogatory No. 2, and I

hereby certify that the answer given is true and correct to the

best of my knowledge,

(( 5 - (s

PAUL C.W. WU

Subscribed and sworn to before me
thi $fh day of February,1984.

A '' 4 %
Notary Public
My commission expires:

ANNETTE M. ORDAZ
NOTARY PUBLIC $ TATE OF MARYLAND

My Commission Expires July 1,1986

.
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Paul C. S. Wu
Chemical Engineering Branch

Division of Engineering,

Professional Qualifications

FIELD: Corrosion and Water Chemistry

TOTAL EXPERIENCE: 19 years

NUCLEAR: 16 years

KEY RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

Principal Engineer, Materials and Corrosion Programs at Westing-.

house ARD

Supervisor, Mechanical Properties Laboratory.

Lead Engineer, Advance Nuclear Control Material Development.

Lead Engineer, Materials and Corrosion Evaluation for Power.

Generating Equipments

Lead Engineer, High Temperature Design Criteria and Method.

Lead Engineer, Low Friction and High Wear Resistant Materials.

Development

Lead Engineer, Liquid Metal Corrosion and Sodium Technology.

RELATED PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND

Before joining the Metallurgy and Materials Research Branch at NRC, I was
employed as a Principal Materials Engineer at the Westinghouse Advanced
Reactors Division. I was responsible for many materials and corrosion
programs at ARD. From 1976 to 1979, I was in charge of all materials
and corrosion programs concerning aqueous corrosion and pertinent to
nuclear fuel reprocessing and waste management. I was responsible for
proposal preparation, research execution, and program coordination among
various Westinghouse divisions and national laboratories. Prior to 1976,
I was in charge of the Mechanical Properties Laboratory at ARD, and was
responsible for characterizing the creep, fatigue, and stress-rupture of
stainless steels and nickel-base alloys for the national program on high

| temperature design criteria and methods. Before joining Westinghouse,
I was a research scientist at the Ames Laboratory of USAEC engaging in
sodium technology and nuclear materials research.

.

:
,

|

|
1

;
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Paul C. S. Wu -2-

.

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND

B.S. (Metallurgical Engineering,1964), National Cheng-Kung University,
Taiwan

M.S. (Metallurgical Engineering,1967), University of Missouri at
.

Rolla, Rolla, M0

Ph.D. (Materials Science and Inorganic Chemistry,1972), Iowa State
University, Ames, Iowa

MANAGEMENT TRAINING

Management Techniques, Westinghouse Learning Corporation.

Decision Making Westinghouse Learning Corporation.

Communication Skills, Westinghouse Learning Corporation.

Fracture Mechanics, Westinghouse Headquarters Engineering.

HONORS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

Who's Who in Technology.

Member of the American Honorary Chemical Society.

Member of the Review Board of TMS and ASM Publications.

Member of the NACE Committee on Stress Corrosion Cracking.

Member of the NACE International Relations Committee.

Westinghouse Advanced Reactors Division Cost Saving Award (1975).

Technical Program Chairman, Pittsburgh Diffraction Conference (1976).

PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS

I have published more than 30 technical papers and reports on subjects
covering corrosion, materials evaluation and selection, mechanical
properties of engineering alloys, sodium technology, friction and wear
of materials, nuclear control material development, fuel reprocessing
technology, and waste management. In addition, 8 invited presentations
at Stanford Research Institute, ANL, ORNL, Sandia Laboratory and other
research institutions have also been accredited to me.

.

.

*
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION ,

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY, ET AL. Docket No. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear Station,)
Unit No. 1) )

e

CERTIFICATC OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of "NRC STAFF ANSWER TO LEE ET AL'S
INTERROGATORIES OF NRC STAFF (SET 1)" above-captioned proceeding have
been served on the following by deposit in the United States mail, first
class, or, as indicated by an asterisk, by deposit in the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's internal mail system, this 6th of February 1984:

*Sheldon J. Wolfe, Chairman Mr. C. W. Smyth, Supervisor
Administrative Judge Licensing TMI-1
Atomic Safety & Licensing Board Panel Three Mile Island Nuclear Station
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission P. O. Box 480
Washington, DC 20555 Middletown, PA 17057

Dr. James C. Lamb, III Mr. Thomas Gerusky
Administrative Judge Bureau of Radiation Protection
313 Woodhaven Road Dept. of Environmental Resources
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514 P.O. Box 2063

Harrisburg, PA 17120

Dr. David Hetrick Bob Stein, Director of
Administrative Judge Research
Professor of Nuclear Energy Committee on Energy
University of Arizona Post Office Box 11867
Tuscon, Arizona 85721 104 Blatt Building

Columbia, South Carolina 29211

Douglas R. Blazey, Esq.
Chief Counsel Mr. Henry D. Hukill
Department of Environmental Resources Vice President,

514 Executive House GPU Nuclear Corporation

P. O. Box 2357 Post Office Box 480
Harrisburg, PA 17120 Middletown, PA 17057

'
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